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EQUIVALENCE OF THE CLASSICAL THEOREMS

OF SCHOTTKY, LANDAU, PICARD AND HYPERBOLICITY

KY0NGT. HAHN1

Abstract. Modifying the classical theorems of Schottky and Landau, the author

obtains the converses of these theorems. More precisely, the author defines the

notions of Schottky, Landau and Picard properties and proves that a plane domain

D satisfies any of these properties if and only if C\ D contains at least two points.

The method of proofs is completely elementary and uses only some basic properties

of the Kobayashi metric.

1. Introduction. The main object of this note is to formulate the classical theorems

of Schottky and Landau in their strongest forms so that the converses of these

theorems are also valid.

A domain D in the complex plane C is said to satisfy the Schottky property if for

each w0 E D, a bounded neighborhood W of w0 in D with WED and an r E (0,1),

there exists a positive constant ß = Sl(W, r) such that every holomorphic mapping/

of the open unit disc A into D with/(0) G W satisfies |/(z) |< Í2 for | z |< r.

Similarly, a domain D C C is said to satisfy the Landau property if for each

w0 E D and a bounded neighborhood W of w0 with WED and any a > 0, there

exists a positive constant R = R(W, a) such that if \f'(0)\> ar for every holomor-

phic mapping/: A -» D with/(0) G W, then r *S R.

Finally, we also define the Picard property as well and make some trivial

observation about the little Picard theorem.

A domain D C C is said to have the Picard property if every holomorphic mapping

/: C -> D reduces to a constant mapping. It is the content of the little Picard

theorem that a domain with at least two boundary points has the Picard property.

The converse of this theorem also holds for a plane domain. Namely, every plane

domain having the Picard property must have at least two boundary points.

The result of this note is then given by the following

Theorem. For a domain DEC, the following statements are equivalent.

(a) D has at least two boundary points.

(b) D satisfies the Schottky property.

(c) D has the Landau property.

(d) D has the Picard property.
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We remark that the Picard property is in general a weaker notion than the rest of

the conditions in the Theorem for higher dimensional case [2]. Using the notions of

Kobayashi metric and hyperbolicity, we give here an elementary proof of this

theorem.

2. Kobayashi pseudometric and hyperbolicity. In [3], S. Kobayashi has introduced

the notion of the so-called Kobayashi pseudometric on a complex manifold. Here we

give a brief review of this notion on a plane domain D.

Given a pair of points p and q in D, we choose a chain a connecting p and q in D

by taking points p — p0, /?,,.. .,p,-X, p¡ = q in D, points ax,... ,a¡ in A and holo-

morphic mappings/,,. .. ,/of A into D such that/(0) = pl_x,f(ai) = p,(i = 1,...,/).

Then the Kobayashi pseudometric on D is defined by

i

(1) kD(p,q) = inf\a\,        |«| = 2 Pa(0, a,-),
i=i

where the infimum is taken over all chains a connecting p and q, and pA denotes the

Poincaré metric on A, i.e.,

(2) Pa(0,z) = ^log j^j=tan/r'|z|,       z G A.

It is a simple matter to check that kD is a pseudometric. In fact, the Kobayashi

pseudometric for the complex plane C is trivial, i.e., kc(p, q) = 0 for/?, q E C. To

see this, let p and q he any two points in C and let n >\q — p\ be an integer.

Connect p and q by the chain an with / = 1 by taking a, = (q — p)/n E A and

/,(z) = nz+p(z EC) so that/,(0) = ?,/,(«,) = q and

*c(/>-<?) <PÂ°Aq - p)/n) -> 0    as/i^oo.

Among many properties that the Kobayashi pseudometric enjoys, the following

two properties are more basic (see [3]).

Proposition 1. ///: D -» G is a holomorphic mapping of a domain D into another

domain G E C, then

(3) kc(f(p),f(q))<kD(p,q)   forp,qED.

In particular, if D E G then

(4) kc(p,q)*ZkD(p,q)   forp,qED.

If fis a biholomorphic mapping of D onto G, then

(5) kc(f(p),f(q)) = kD(p,q)   forp,qED.

Proposition 2. The Kobayashi metric coincides with the Poincaré metric at every

point of the unit disc A.

Following S. Kobayashi [3], we define a domain D C C to be "hyperbolic" if the

Kobayashi pseudometric kD is a metric. Therefore, any disc is hyperbolic in the

sense of Kobayashi while the complex plane and the Riemann sphere (= extended

complex plane) are not.
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In [4], H. Royden has constructed the infinitesimal form of the Kobayashi metric:

(6) KD(p, £) = infj jj^ : 3/G //(A, D) 3 /(0) =/>},       p E D,

| G C, where //(A, D) denotes the set of all holomorphic mappings/: A -» D, and

has shown that the Kobayashi metric kD is the integrated form of KD. The notion of

hyperbolicity of D can also be defined in terms of KD: A domain D is hyperbolic if

for each p E D there exists a neighborhood U of p and a positive constant C such

that

(7) KD(q, tj) 3= C\\r\\\    fox q E U andt] E C.

Then this definition coincides with the hyperbolicity in the sense of Kobayashi (see

[4]). Therefore, it follows that this definition of hyperbolicity actually coincides with

the hyperbolicity in the classical sense for a Riemann surface. By the uniformization

theorem, every Riemann surface has an essentially unique universal covering surface

which is either conformally equivalent to a disc, to the complex plane or to the

Riemann sphere. A Riemann surface of hyperbolic type in the classical sense is then

the one whose universal covering surface is equivalent to a disc. On the other hand,

the Kobayashi hyperbolicity is preserved under covering maps. More precisely, we

have

Proposition 3. A Riemann surface M is hyperbolic in the sense of Kobayashi if and

only if its universal covering surface M is.

This proposition has been proved in [3] for complex manifolds.

The following Corollary is an immediate consequence of Proposition 3 when we

observe that any plane domain having one boundary point has C as its universal

covering surface.

Corollary. On a plane domain D the following statements are equivalent.

(a) D has at least two boundary points.

(b) D is hyperbolic in the classical sense.

(c) D is hyperbolic in the sense of Kobayashi.

3. Proof of the Theorem, (a) =» (b): Assume that D has at least two boundary

points. By the Corollary, D is hyperbolic and has complete Poincaré metric pD which

agrees with Kobayashi metric kD. Let w0 G D and W he any bounded neighborhood

of w0 with WED. Since pD is a complete metric, we may set W = {w E D:

pD(w0, w) < p0) for some p0 > 0. Let U = {w E D: pD(w0, w) < p0 + p,}, where

p, = tan h'xr with r E (0,1).

By the triangle inequality,

(1) pD(w0, f(z)) < pD(w0, f(0)) + pD(f(0), f(z)).

Iff E //(A, D) satisfies /(O) G W, then

(2) pD(w0, f(0)) < Po.
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If, in addition | z |< r, then

(3) PD(/(0), /(*)) < Pa(0, z) < tan h~xr = p,.

From (1), (2) and (3),

(4) pD(w0,f(z))<p0 + px.

Namely, f(z) E U whenever |z |< r. Since U is compact in D with respect to pD, it is

contained in a bounded set of C. Therefore, there exists a positive number ß which

depends only on W and r E (0,1) such that |/(z) |< ß for | z |< r.

(b) =» (a): We assume that D has the Schottky property. By the corollary to

Proposition 3, it is enough to prove that D is Kobayashi hyperbolic. Given w E W

and 7) G C, let /: A -> D be a holomorphic map with /(0) = w. By the Cauchy

estimate for /on | z |< r, |/'(0) |< ß/r or | tj |/|/'(0) |> (/■/«) | tj |. Therefore,

(5) KD(w,ir)>(rAl)\ri\,

for all w E W and tj G C, which implies that D is hyperbolic in the sense of

Kobayashi.

(a) =» (c): If D has at least two boundary points, then D can be furnished with the

Poincaré metric pD. Suppose that D fails to satisfy the Landau property. Then there

exists a point w0 E D, its open neighborhood W with WED, some a > 0, a

sequence {rk} of positive real numbers tending to oo and a sequence fk E H(A, D)

such that/^0) G W and \fk(0)\> ark for all k. We claim that if D has the Poincaré

metric, then there is an r E (0,1 ) such that the sequence {fk ) contains a subsequence

which converges uniformly to a holomorphic mapping /: Ar -> D. Since W is

compact in D, there exists a number p' > 0 such that

Q = {w E D: pD(W, w) < p'} Œ D.

For all/,. G //(A, D) with/^O) G ÜK,

pD(A(0),/,(z))^pA(0,z)<p',

so that fk(z) E Q whenever \z\< r' = tan h p'. Since Q is compact, it is bounded.

Therefore, by Montel's theorem, there exists a subsequence of [fk] which converges

uniformly on Ar to a holomorphic mapping /: Ar -» D for r < r'. Denote this

convergent subsequence again by (fk). Now, by the theorem of Weierstrass, f'k(z)

converges to f'(z) uniformly on Ar. In particular, f'k(0) converges to f'(0) which

contradicts the fact that |/A'(0) |-> oo as k -» oo.

(c) => (a): Suppose that D has the Landau property. Then for each/? G D and each

bounded neighborhood W of p in D, there exists a positive number A, = RfW)

such that

(6) sup{|/'(0)|:/G//(A,D)and/(0) G W)<RX< oo.

Let | G C. For each q E W, let/ G //(A, D) satisfy/(0) = </. Then by (6)

(7) -^->-|fl
{) |/'(0)|     Ä,1*1'
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which implies

(8) KD(q,Z)>C\è\        (C=l/Ä, >0)

for <7 G W and £ G C, and the hyperbolicity of D.

(a) » (d): It follows trivially from the little Picard theorem and the remark given

in §1.
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